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Gene Editing

“China Condemns Baby Gene Editing Scientist” BBC
“Gene-editing Chinese Scientist He Jiankui Could Face Death 
Penalty” ABC
“China’s gene-edited babies may have been given boosted 
intelligence” News.com.au
“‘Gene-edited babies’ is one of the most censored topics on 
Chinese social media” Nature
“Scientists call for global moratorium on gene editing of 
embryos” The Guardian

Note: enhancement, not treatment



Monstrous Gene Editing Experiment Press 
Release

• Chinese researcher He Jiankui of Shenzhen claims to have gene edited two healthy embryos, resulting 
in the birth of baby girls born this month, Lulu and Nana. He edited a gene to make the babies 
resistant to HIV. One girl has both copies of the gene modified while the other has only one (making 
her still susceptible to HIV). 

• If true, this experiment is monstrous. The embryos were healthy. No known diseases. Gene editing 
itself is experimental and is still associated with off-target mutations, capable of causing genetic 
problems early and later in life, including the development of cancer. There are many effective ways 
to prevent HIV in healthy individuals: for example, protected sex. And there are effective treatments if 
one does contract it.

• This experiment exposes healthy normal children to risks of gene editing for no real necessary 
benefit. 

• It contravenes decades on ethical consensus and guidelines on the protection of human participants 
in research. 

• In many other places in the world, this would be illegal, punishable by imprisonment.

• These healthy babies are being used as genetic guinea pigs. This is genetic Russian Roulette.
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Jesse Gelsinger

• an 18 year old man with mild ornithine transcarbamylase
(OTC) deficiency, a disorder of nitrogen metabolism.

• controlled by diet and drug treatment.

• Sept 13, 1999, James Wilson’s team at the University of
Pennsylvania’s Institute for Human Gene Therapy (IHGT)
injected 3.8 X 1013 adenovirus vector particles (one of the
highest doses)
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Gelsinger

• virus particles were injected directly into the major artery to
the liver.

• died 4 days later

• first death directly attributed to gene therapy.
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Infants or Adults?

• Newborns with a severe form of the OTC deficiency are likely to
die early in life

• Adults with mild OTC deficiency like Gelsinger can leave a
reasonable quality of life on diet and drug therapy.

• Should the trial have been performed on severely affected
newborns or mildly affected adults?
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The Justification for Adult Participation

• “There are serious risks including a risk of death associated with
participation in this trial. Since the risks are significant, it is better
that the trial be conducted on humans who consent to those risks
rather than on those who cannot consent.”

• Consent prioritised over harm
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Mildly affect adults or severely affected 
newborns?

• Put simply, Gelsinger had something to lose while the seriously
affected newborn did not.

• There is no good reason to prefer more harm to less harm,
regardless of whether someone is prepared to consent.
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Weighing values and expected harm

• Expected harm = Probability of Harm x Value of Harm

• Minimize expected harm

• Shortest life expectancy

• Gelsinger normal life expectancy (another 70 years), newborns 
with sev def very short (year)

• Lowest probability of survival

• Poorest quality of life

• Gelsinger normal quality of life, newborns severe impairment 
of quality of life
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The Expected Harm of Adult Participation

• Simplifying assumptions:

• only harm was death from the virus vector.

• perfect health has a value of 1

• death has a value of 0

• Jesse’s existing quality of life was was 0.8.

• he would have lived another 50 years.

• the risk of the gene therapy killing him was small – 1/10 000
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Expected Harm 

• the expected harm of Gelsinger participating was 0.8 X 50/10 000
= 40/10 000= 0.004 quality-adjusted life year.

• This is a very small expected harm
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The Expected Harm of Newborn Participation

• Simplifying assumptions

• newborn’s quality of life will be much worse, say 0.2.

• die very early in life, say in one year.

• expected harm of gene therapy in a newborn is 1/10 000 X 0.2 X1
= 0.00002 quality-adjusted life year.

• 0.004>> 0.00002

• 2 orders of magnitude higher!!
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Nature, Nov 28, 2018:  “Translational Pathway”

• “In the opening presentation of the day, George Daley, dean of Harvard Medical School in Boston, 
Massachusetts, pointed to Huntington’s disease or Tay–Sachs disease as examples of diseases 
that, in some circumstances, might be averted only through gene editing.”

• “Fears are now growing in the gene-editing community that He’s actions could stall the 
responsible development of gene editing babies. In a lecture on the second day of the summit, 
ahead of He’s talk, Daley urged support for pursuing germline gene-editing research despite 
recent events.” 

• “It’s possible that the first instance came forward as a misstep, but that should not lead us to 
stick our heads in sand and not consider a more responsible pathway to clinical translation,” 
he said.
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5 Stage Translational Pathway and Expected 
Harm

1. Terminal conditions in early life 

• Tay Sach’s Disease

• BRAT-1
• This could be attempted now

2. Conditions which undermine development of autonomy and rational agency 
[shortening of life and severe cognitive impairment]

• Fragile X syndrome

• Down Syndrome
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5 Stage Translational Pathway and Expected 
Harm

3. Non-avoidable serious risk

• Cystic Fibrosis, 

• Huntington Disease

4. Avoidable (by acceptable non-genetic interventions - eg social) serious risk

• immunity to infection (resistance to HIV) 

• decreased probability of chronic disease (polygenic interventions),

5. Enhancement of normal characteristics - unavoidable risk to well-being or 
autonomy 

• Enhancement of “low normal IQ” (IQ 70-85)
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Concept of Expected Harm

• Applies to embryo, embryoid, organoid etc research

• Applies to any risky research, eg challenge studies
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Concepts of Coercion and Exploitation

• Incentives in research, including payment
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Moral imperative to gene edit

• Imagine there is a pill which will cure cystic fibrosis

• It would be wrong of parents to refuse such a pill for their child

• Doctors should seek a court order to administer the pill

• Gene editing is the ultimate cure for genetic disorders – it corrects 
the abnormality in every cell

• Doctors should seek court orders to do gene editing in those who 
refuse selection once it is safe

• Gene editing is different to genetic selection: a future child can 
justifiably complain, “You should have tried to cure my genetic 
disorder.”
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Selection vs Gene Editing?

• “there is no persuasive medical reason to manipulate the human germline 
because inherited genetic diseases can be prevented using embryo screening 
techniques, among other means”

• Marcy Darnovsky, the executive director The Center for Genetics and Society

• This view was also expressed in a recent Nature commentary, whose authors 
stated that we "cannot imagine a situation in which its use in human embryos 
would offer a therapeutic benefit over existing and developing methods."
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WRONG! 

• 3 groups who should consider gene editing now:

1. Those with limited numbers of embryos all affected by severe 
genetic disorders

2. Couples homozygous for a genetic disorder

3. Those with religious or moral objections to genetic selection or 
embryo/fetal destruction – ultimate treatment

• The worse the genetic disorder, the stronger the reason to attempt 
gene editing
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The Major Reason to Gene Edit: Polygenic 
Conditions

Genome wide association studies
• 44 genes involved in diabetes; 

• 35 genes involved in coronary artery disease; 

• 300 genes involved in common cancers.  

It is impossible using current techniques to use selection techniques like IVF and 
preimplantation genetic testing to target to polygenic conditions like this. 

• Say 20 genes contribute to a particular trait. If a couple want to use PGD to select for 20 
different genes in an embryo, they would need to create around 10,000 embryos to make it 
sufficiently likely that one will have the right combination at all 20 loci.
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Thank you.
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